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Submission content: One of the biggest issues for Sydney is traffic
congestion. Building more roads will not fix the problem. There's plenty
of evidence that it just encourages more people to drive. The
inescapable fact is we have too many cars. We need to do things very
differently to solve our traffic problem and create the best, most
liveable city in the world. Below are my ideas. HOW TO SOLVE
SYDNEY’S TRAFFIC CONGESTION (AND MAKE IT THE WORLD’S
MOST LIVEABLE CITY) 1. Encourage people to work from home. For
example, give tax breaks to people and their employers to do it. (This
saves employers money on office space. Plus people want to work
from home and want flexibility.) 2. Help make local centres more
attractive - so people stay and work in their local area. By centres, I
don't just mean big places like Parramatta I mean neighbourhood
centres in various parts of the city. This would include support for
things like local co-working centres. This helps staff working from home
and helps and encourages small business and startups across the city.
Also government support for greening these centres e.g. with trees and
street furniture so they become great places to be. 3. Actively
discourage driving (using financial incentives.) For example by bringing
in a congestion tax and by reflecting the real cost of roads for private
motor vehicles in what drivers pay to use them. 4. Cut a big proportion



of local traffic by seriously encouraging walking and cycling. So people
don't use their car for local trips like driving to their local shops or
school. Something like 50% of all car trips are in easy cycling range
(5km.) 5. View cycling as an important, serious mode of transport. And
invest in it as such. Allocate a serious percentage of the overall
transport budget into it e.g. 5 to 10%. (A good goal is to get 10% of
everyone riding.) 6. Build a complete network of safe cycling
infrastructure. A network safe enough for 8 to 80 year olds to ride on.
This includes separated cycleways and bike boulevards. People will
ride if it's safe. It's a long way from safe now. And we are a long way
behind other countries. And not just Denmark and The Netherlands.
Cities in the UK and US are taking cycling seriously now and investing
in it as such. 7. Build 'bike boulevards' (also known as 'quietways' in
London.) These are streets where traffic is slow and cyclists and
walkers have priority over cars - using quiet streets and by connecting
up with parks. 8. Build cycling infrastructure that runs to train stations
and bus nodes. For people who have to travel a long way. 9. Learn
from places overseas - like The Netherlands and Denmark. These
countries even have special government firms that consult to and help
other cities in the world. Why not learn from their experience of
creating great cities to live and work. (These countries can show how
to build an effective bike network for example.) 10. Support and
encourage car sharing. 11. Do more with education. Educate
everyone, especially our kids, about the real costs of cars (economic,
environmental and health) and the solutions we need to work toward
together. 12. Build public transport*. (The big fat obvious one.) *NEW
APPROACH TO PUBLIC TRANSPORT Yes, public transport is
expensive. Let's get it really happening by transferring a quarter of our
huge road budgets over to public transport. And add a chunk from the
equally massive budgets for building submarines, fighter jets and patrol
boats. (It's a matter of priorities of course - what the government does
with our money. My vote is for improving people's quality of life and
helping them become more productive, over building war machines
and laying more bitumen.) BENEFITS There are many benefits from



implementing the vision I’ve outlined: - it decreases air pollution - it
addresses climate change - it addresses the obesity problem - it
improves people’s health - there’d be less road injuries and deaths - it
encourages small business and innovation - it improves productivity - it
improves local environments across the city and makes them more
liveable - it propels Sydney’s economy Creating a liveable city not only
improves the quality of life for Sydneysiders and improves Sydney’s
local economy, it would make the city the envy of the world. There’d
be a ramping up of the world’s best firms and talent would wanting to
come and set up here - which would further turbo charge Sydney’s
economy. CONCLUSION Sydney’s original natural environment is
beautiful. It’s got a great climate. And an interesting cultural mix. One
major thing is holding us back from being the world’s best, most
liveable city. It’s the terrible traffic - the elephant in the room. With a
long time frame, a re-channelling of public money, the kind of
innovative thinking I’ve outlined, and leaders with the vision and
courage to implement it, we could create a much more liveable city.
The world’s best. It’s going to need 21st-century thinking, not more of
the kind of 20th-century thinking that got us into this awful traffic mess
we’re in now. Phil Stubbs
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